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ed in cell culture, although in whole animals it is 
still only rudimentary. 
The general biochemist will find that this volume 
contains ome useful and stimulating overviews of 
enzymological dvances and of molecular genetics 
in this field. It will be clear however that 
breakthroughs in understanding the complex inter- 
relationships of amino acid metabolism are still 
some way off. 
K.V. Rowsell 
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Molecular modelling by computer is having an in- 
creasingly important impact in many areas of 
biological science, not least in molecular phar- 
macology and drug design. Indeed, it is the excep- 
tional pharmaceutical ompany that does not now 
have a computerised modelling activity. This 
useful book has much to offer those who wish to 
learn about this subject at both advanced 
undergraduate and postgraduate levels. It will also 
be an indispensible work of reference to practising 
molecular modellers, not least because the author 
offers clear discussion of many current echniques 
and problems. The author does not claim to have 
produced a comprehensive treatise on drug- 
receptor modelling, although e has largely suc- 
ceeded in covering a considerable number of 
topics. These include thorough and useful descrip- 
tions of molecular geometry and coordinate 
transformations, concise surveys of the various 
components commonly attributed to inter- 
molecular force fields, and the major features of 
macromolecular st ucture. The last topic is the cor- 
nerstone of molecular approaches to drug design. 
Unfortunately, it is a serious weakness of the book 
that Dean does not cover it sufficiently thoroughly 
or indeed at a consistent level. The interested 
reader will search in vain for useful indications of 
essential further reading on this topic. The level 
and extent of coverage of other topics is not always 
especially even, and one might have wished for 
greater selectivity. The attempt o survey X-ray 
crystallography theory and structure analysis 
methods in nine pages urely does not satisfy either 
the crystallographer or the non-expert. Both would 
have been better served by a discussion of the 
scope and limitations of crystal structure results; it 
is equally regrettable that there is barely any 
discussion of the applications of high-field nuclear 
magnetic resonance results to drug-receptor 
modelling. 
There is, perhaps inevitably, emphasis on 
Dean's own interests and contributions in the area 
of drug-DNA interactions as studied by elec- 
trostatic potential and allied methods. The expert 
in this topic will find much of interest here, though 
others should be warned that the important con- 
tributions made by many workers (for example, in 
studies on DNA-drug conformation), are almost 
completely ignored. 
In spite of these caveats, 'Molecular Founda- 
tions of Drug-Receptor Interactions' i  on balance 
a useful addition to library shelves. However, its 
many inconsistencies n depth and coverage detract 
from what might have been a standard text for the 
increasing number of students. 
Stephen Neidle 
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